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Hello!
I am Aditya Gupta
I hack IoT devices for a living.



× Run Attify - pentesting IoT devices for 
companies ranging from Startups to 
Fortune 100s 

× Author of books - “Learning 
Pentesting for Android Devices” and 
“IoT Hacker's Handbook” 

× Speaker and Trainer at BlackHat, 
Defcon, OWASP AppSec, ClubHack, 
PhDays, Syscan, ToorCon, InfoSec 
South West, Nullcon, CoCon and more

× IoT Pentesting Guide && Upcoming 
free video course  

× Have pentested over 150+ IoT devices so far 

× Found “critical” vulnerabilities in close to 95% of 
them 

× Developed the “Offensive IoT Exploitation” 
training course 

× Built Attify-Store to help other security 
researchers get tools and devices for learning IoT 
Hacking 

× Publish videos and content online for information 
sharing 



WHAT?
What should you 
look for while doing 
IoT security 
research? 

What tools, 
techniques and 
devices to use? 

WHY?
Why you should use 
perform IoT bug 
bounties? 

Why it’s the “best” 
thing to happen for 
bug bounties? 

HOW?
How to actually find 
vulnerabilities? 

Describing all the 
“what” sections? 

How to start? 



1.
The why?

If you’re not performing IoT bug 
bounties, you’re missing out! 



× It’s the best thing to do in 2017 

× Easiest targets 

× Entry barrier is more than other categories though 

× There is going to be enormous growth very very very soon

× Be prepared! 



× Less competition as of now 

× Manufacturers not making secure devices 

× Once you know the methodology, you can jump into it 
straight away 













2.
The What?

What should you look for during IoT 
bug bounties? 



When you look at a device, you can figure out 
the possible attack vectors. 

Just look closely! 



× Find out various ways to compromise the security of the 
entire IoT device solution 

× Don’t just focus on one small part, rather look at the entire 
solution 

× Which areas do you think would be most probably 
vulnerable – start there. 



3.
The HOW?

How to find those vulnerabilities that 
companies would pay you $$ for ? 



“Hacking iot is not a “black 
magic” 

It can be learnt. 
But too less resources. “



× Quite different from a typical pentest

× You have to focus on the entire device (not just a single 
component) 

× But there’s a methodology for that 

× The IoT pentesting methodology – iotpentestingguide.com

× Consists of 5 phases 



× Attack Surface Mapping 

× Hacking the Embedded Device 

× Hacking Firmware 

× Hacking Mobile, Web and Cloud components 

× Hacking Radio Communications



Recon 
× Understand the device 
× Any visible ports
× What are the 

components 
× Communication 

mediums? 

Available info
× Google 
× Datasheets 
× Support groups 
× Community center 
× Social Engineering 
× FCC ID 



× Map out the attack surface (Architecture diagram) 

× What are the various entry points 

× What are the various communication mediums used? 

× Are there any additional web endpoints? 

× What is the protocol/standard which is used? 

× Are their security specifications on the product? 







EW780-8913-00
Is the FCC-ID printed on the device 



× Now that we have done the Attack Surface mapping, next steps 

are performing actual exploitation 

× Need to perform it in a systematic way 

× Often one component would lead to insights into others 

× Device => Dump firmware. 

× Firmware => How does the communication works 





Embedded device 
hacking

Hardware Hacking 101 for 
Pentesters



× Always start with the Embedded Device 

× I know most of you are not hardware hackers

× But getting started is not “tough” 

× Look for the entry points 

× How about a quick crash course in Embedded Device hacking? 

× And then point to the resources you need to learn more. 



× Open up the device 

× There could be physical tampering protections 

× Various kind of screws - get your screwdriver toolkit 

× Look at the chipsets 

× Use USB microscope (or actual ones) 

× Use phone’s flashlight to read off the component names



× Once you open up the device, look for exposed ports 

× UART interfaces are the easiest to find and exploit 

× Use a multimeter to find out Tx, Rx and GND

× Connect it to Attify Badge (or any USB-TTL)

× Identify the baudrate

× Run Minicom to get shell access 

× Quick demo?   







× Find out JTAG interface 

× Can be a bit tougher compared to UART 

× Can also be scattered across the board 

× Use JTAGulator or Arduino Nano flashed with JTAGEnum 

× Easily identify pinouts for JTAG 



× Once pins are identified, make the connections 

× Run 

openocd -c “telnet_port 4444” -f badge.cfg -f target-chip.cfg

× In another terminal - telnet localhost 4444

× Halt and then 

flash banks 

dump_image firmware.bin [address] [size]





× Can also look for Flash chips 

× You will be able to find these by reading the component name

and looking online for their datasheet 

× Use flashrom or spiflash.py (part of libmpsse) to dump the 

flash content which would contain sensitive information 

× Reverse engineer the firmware 









× A number of devices fall vulnerable to glitching based attacks 

× A way to generate fault scenario and have the processor 

behave in an unexpected way 

× If the bootloader fails to boot kernel, it will jump back to the 

bootloader shell, which is extremely useful for us as pentesters 

× Short the pins and get bootloader shell 

× Flash your own kernel or bypass login + more. 









FIRMWARE HACKING
Identifying vulns in the firmware 



× Firmware analysis is extremely straight-forward (to find basic 

vulns)

× If you’re good in RE - you would be able to identify more vulns

× Learn ARM and MIPS RE 

× Sensitive hardcoded values in firmware - API keys, Encryption 

mechanisms, verification process, integrity checks, logins etc.)



× Tool by Craig Heffner (@devttys0) 

× binwalk -e firmware-name.bin to extract the firmware 

× Then run “firmwalker” to look for interesting entries 

× Can also try to modify the firmware with Firmware-Mod-Kit

And flash it back to the device 

× Does the device detects firmware modifications? 



× Firmware contains file system which could be a source of 

tons of useful info 

× Extract it using Binwalk or FMK 

× Audit it like you would look at a normal Linux file system 

× Look for additional vulns which could affect the device 

× Advanced topics - signature & integrity verification, OTA 

Update mechanism and more



× Firmware could be encrypted sometime 

× Let’s take a quick look at one of the encryptions 

× Vuln discovered by Roberto Paleari(@rpaleari) and 

Alessandro Di Pinto (@adipinto)





× One of the easiest bugs to identify 

× For ex - this IoT device I was pentesting - it had creds to its 

FTP server to download firmware updates 

× You can find ton of hardcoded sensitive values - API keys, 

backdoors, SSL certs, Staging URLs, source code of files to find 

more vulns, interesting binaries to perform reverse eng.



















× Mobile apps can help you find tons of useful information 

× Native libraries also store secrets <== so look at that too 

× RE the ARM native library 

× Understand the Java code 

× Make connections 

× Exploit the device 







Hacking 
communication

MQTT, CoAP, Radio, ZigBee, BLE and 
100 others. 



× Can start with something that you are already familiar with 

× Reverse engineer the mobile app <==> device communication 

× Does it also uses things like MQTT? Or CoAP? 

× Allows you to view resources unauthenticated ? 

× Publish messages or subscribe to topics? 

















× Radio analysis and exploitation needs special hardware 

× Depends on what protocol you’re analyzing 

× But BLE and ZigBee are most common - so focus on those 

× What kind of vulnerabilities can you identify? 



× One of the most common Radio communication protocols 

used in IoT devices 

× 2.4 GHz (mostly), 868 MHz (EU) and 933 (US and Australia) 

× KillerBee firmware for RzRaven and API

× Sniff, MITM and replay ZigBee packets 

× Philips Hue Demo





× Hacking BLE is extremely straightforward (don’t I say that to 

everything) :) 

× Get a BLE sniffer - Ubertooth or Adafruit BLE Sniffer

× Sniff BLE traffic 

× See which handles are being written with what data 

× Rewrite those handles by yourself using Gatttool - Quick demo



× Here’s how I pentest: 

× Focus on “Attacker Simulated Exploitation” - rather than 

just a pentest 

× Look at both “macro” and “micro” 

× 95% success rate so far - Critical vulns identified, devices 

compromised and more 

× Follow the guide 



Revealing 
I started writing the techniques and 
methodology I use to pentest IoT devices 
to help fellow community members! 



www.Iotpentestingguide.com
going to be adding more details soon!



FIRMWARE HARDWARE RADIO

xx Smart home 
system

Password to decrypt 
fw and update URLs

JTAG & SPI giving full 
firmware access 

BLE replay, ZigBee 
replay

xx enterprise 
communication 

platform 

Config files revealing 
credentials

NAND glitching 
leading to custom fw 

loading 

Cellular vulnerable 
to sniffing 

xx payment system
No secure integrity 

protection & 
command injections 

Bypassing tamper 
resistance and 

JTAG re-enabled 

Insecure CRC 
verification -

cracked



Let’s hack iot
coz it won’t be always like the 2017s...



H/W
× UART exploitation

× JTAG debugging and 
exploitation 

× Firmware dumping via 
Flash 

× NAND Glitching 

× Power and Voltage 
analysis 

Firmware
× Reversing file system 

× Hardcoded sensitive 
values 

× Emulating the firmware 
and real-time 
debugging 

× Binary analysis and 
Reverse Engineering 
ARM and MIPS 

Radio
× Sniffing Radio 

communication 

× Making sense out of 
radio data 

× Sniffing and Exploiting 
BLE devices 

× Sniffing and Exploiting 
ZigBee devices 



Special thanks to BugCrowd & all the people who joined this 
session:
× Reach out to me on Twitter - @adi1391

× For training/pentesting - secure@attify.com

× For learning kits: attify-store.com

× For slides & materials - http://iotpentestingguide.com


